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Mistakes in UCF Arena
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Fire marshal code violation forces 2nd floor bleachers back
by Robert Warren Jr.
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Ifyou build it, they will come.
But will they see?
Mandated and consensus
changes in the seating at the
UCF Arena created an obstructed viewing area that was
not part of the architect's vision
for the $12.2 million multi-purpose center, and resulted in reduced seating.
·
The upper-level bleachers
were moved back early in the
design of the arena to meet fire
marshal codes, said Peter
Newman, the project manager.
The change allowed for a
widercorriqoronthesecondfloor

· needed to handle the flow of
spectators.
Because the bleachers were
pushed back and not elevated
more, thewidercorridorrestricts
the view for fans in the bottom
rows of the upper level.
The Arena's manager, Vic
Collazo, said the guardrails also
obstruct the view.
''We are looking at several
_ ways to correct it," Collazo said.
Athletic Director Gene
McDowell was unaware of the
bleacherissue,butsaid,"Ifthat's
the case, I'd say it was a major
foul-up."
Original plans called for the
bleachers to extend from the
upper to lower level with about

350 chair-backed seats at
courtside said Jim Dorsey, an
architect for the project. The
arena now features about 1,600
chair-backed seats.
"During construction, (university officials) decided to go
with all chairbacks on the lower
level," said Dorsey, president of
PDR Architects of Orlando.
Dorsey warned that the seating would decrease from the
projected 6,500, but was told to
redesign for the chairbacks. The
revised seating raised the cost
·
more than $250,000.
Men's head basketball coach
Joe Dean pushed for the
ARENA continued page 3

Wooden floor traded for field .
l

court. The rubberized floor offers better traction for .,,
the soles ofathletic shoes, but that means there is less
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
cushioning for players' legs and knees.
''When the footing is good, the next joint is the
· During the off-season, UCF Arena officials
traded a portable wooden basketball floor for a · knee," said UCF trainer Kevin Mercuri. ''There's
not much resistance."
world-class soccer field.
The trainer also worries about the day-to-day
The trade-offleft the arena with a rubbler-like
synthetic surface - Versiturf - that has been pounding players will experience if a wooden floor
steeped in controversy for more than two de- is not installed .
Men's head basketball coach Cy McLairen of
cades. A three-eighth inch layer of the material
rests on a concrete foundation in the UCF Arena. Bethune-Cookman College in Daytona Beach comThe view frorn the top seats of UCPs new Arena is now
Coaches, trainers and players perceive the
FLOOR continued page 3 obstructed. (Jim Ferguson/FUTURE)
covering's base will result in more injuries on the

by Robert Warren Jr.
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tration bl0\1VS.smokers out

•.-

98 percent of workers polled favored smoke-free environment
by Jamie carte
EDITOR IN CHIEF

UCF students Mark Fernald and Eric Folland captured a Shoplifter at the mall. (Jim Ferguson/FUTURE)

UCF rugby players score on
Fashion Square Mall shoplifter
by Julia Novotny
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Two UCF rugby players
ran down and caught a shoplifter at the Fashion Square
Mall.
Eric Folland and Mark

..

---

Fernald were shopping in a
clothes store when a man with
a shopping bag tried to walk .
out of the store. However, the
alarm went off and the saleswoman told him to come back
RUGBY continued page 7

--- ---
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The smoke :will clear Monday in the Administration Building.
Smokers who work in the building will no _
longer be allowed t-0 smoke in offices or hallways
because of a new policy which will make it a
"designated no-smoking building."
The change comes in response to a poll conducted by Dr. John R. Bolte, vice president of
administration and finance.
Six weeks ago, Bolte sent a survey to all units
in the building. The results indicated that 98
percent ofthe workers would like for the building
to be smoke-free.
.He was commissioned by the President's Advisory Staff to look inte the situation. Bolte said
Interim President Robert Bryan, an ex-smoker,
influenced the decision to find out whether the
workers wanted a smoke-free building or not.
A couple of years ago, Bolte received a few
complaints about smoking in a building. Options
such as confining smoking to-a certain room or
the area near the vending machin~s never went
through.
"Since the results were near unanimous, we .
[the President's Advisory Staff] decided the time
·was right ... things seem to be moving in that
direction," Bolte said.
Hugh Ivie, director of environmental health

-----ci.ASSIFIEDS ·page-11-- - :-

People cannot smoke in the administration
building as of Monday. (Charles K. Morrow/FUTURE)
and safety, said he expects the no smoking trend
to continue. He said the evidence that the National Institute of Safety and Health found which
connected secondary smoke to lung cancer should
influence the popularity of such policies.
"I anticipate the federal government will eventually make all working environments smokefree," Ivie said.
Other campus build~ngs such as Education,
CEBA, CEBA II, Chemistry and the new Arena
are already smoke-free. There also is no smoking
in any classroom or laboratory.
SMOKING continued page 7
----~------·-------~~
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McDoWeD vows Arena will have wood floor for season
by Robert Warren Jr.
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The athletic department expected a
wooden floor for basketball competition,
but somewhere between drafting and

•

•

..

construction of the UCF Arena it was
tossed for a soccer field.
After construction began, the UCF
Arena building committee agreed that a
world-class socce·r · field should be built
inside the track outside the arena, according to Dr.
D
a
n
Holsenbeck,
former chairman of the
now-dissolved
committee
and director of
governmental
relations.
" I t
wouldn't
make
any
sense to design the facility so you
could not use
the infield
space for soc-

c e r

•

•
•

3

Ken Leeks tests out the Arena. A soccer field was built with the
money budgeted for a Wooden floor. (Charles K. Morrow/FUTURE)

, "

Holsenbeck
said.
T h e
commjtteeap-

proved the design changes b~cause the
philosophy behind the arena was that it
would not only serve UCF, but also the
community. The track and soccerfield tandem enables arena management to bid for
NCAAtoumamentsandpos.sibly PanAmerican games and World Cup competition.
PDR Architects, the firm selected to
design the arena and track facility, said
plans called for a rubber-like synthetic
surface for multi-purpose use with a
portable wooden floor that could be installed for intercollegiate basketball and
volleyball games.
The project's stringent budget necessitated a shift offunds. Money earmarked
for the wooden floor was used to cover the
$75,000 needed for the track and field
alterations, said Jerry Osterhaus, director of facilities planning.
'The track had to be redesigned," said
Jim Dorsey, president of PDR architects of
Orlando, toaccommodatethefield, whichis
the largest of the three design options.
Architects used what is called a broken-back configuration for the new track.
It's wider curves allow for the width of
the soccer field.
Many university officials recognize
the need for the wooden floor, but felt it

would be easier to add that later than the
field.
Gene McDowell, athletic director and
head football coach, is optimistic about
the floor's future. Although funding has
not been secured, he said a wooden floor
would be in place by the Nov. 29 season
opening UCFClassic, featuring UCF, Delaware, St. Francis(NewYork) and Campbell.
Assistant Athletic Director Art
Zeleznik said the floor will be down Oct.
15, when college basketball teams around
the state open for practice .
While the athletic department
scrambles to find a sponsor for the floor,
the executive director of Knights Boosters, Bob Wjse, talked with his group
about the situation.
''We discussed raising mon~y for the
floor," Wise said.
But the group currently is trying to
raise funds for some of the chair-backed
seats that did not fall under the arena's
budget. The boosters' executive committee is likely to discuss further the floor's
status at its Sept.18 meeting, Wise said.
Men's head basketball coach Joe Dean
said the wooden floor is best for play, but
said hls team will make adjustments if the
floor is not in place by the season opener.

Colnbined efforts worked
to build $12 miDion Arena
eas on the upper level; quarry tile in the
corridors of the vestibule; and a steel
catwalk structure suspended from the
Proponents ofUCFs new Arena look ceiling.
beyond the facility's isolated issues and
Additional funding obtained by the
praise the coordinated efforts that com- university during construction enabled
the contractor to include all of the alterprise the $12.2 million projects.
Legislators, administrators, archi- nates, said Dorsey.
Holsenbeck said the catwalk makes it
tects, contractors, faculty, students and
university officials helped shape the de- possible for Arena management to book
sign of the facility, said the former chair- a variety of events, like concerts and
man -of the now-dissolved Arena build- lecture series.
Because the Arena needs to raise funds
ing committee, Dr. Dan Holsenbeck.
''We are delighted to have this facil- for the building, some shows will be
ity," Holsenbeck said. "If you look at the geared toward the community, Vic.
master plan of the.campus, it is going to Collazzo, the manager ofthe arena, said.
become the recreational and athletic area
"We'll try to get shows like Sesame
of the campus." Holsenbeck, senior Street Live," he said.
counsel to UCFs president and director
Promoters who have toured the facilof governmental relations, praised Sens. ity have liked it, Collazzo said. The Arena,
Toni Jennings and George Stuart for a "mid-sized venue," offers greater seating for up-~d-coming acts that may not
their early efforts in Tallahassee.
Jennings was instrumental in get- be popular enough to fill the Orlando
ting $500,000 from the state legisla- Arena, but are too big for the 2,000-seat
ture for planning the Arena. Stuart Bob Carr Auditorium.
fought to place _:_ and keep - the
Promoters wanted to book UCF's
arena on a list of projects appropriated arena for the recent Jesus Jones concert
but were turned away because the buildby the legislature.
The president of the Arena's design ing recently opened and was without a ·
firm applauded bids received for the permanent staff, Collazzo said. Ultiproject.
mately, the band played at a smaller,
''The bids came in so good we were local night spot.
Dorsey compared the UCF Arena with
able to pick up the first two (of the five)
a1ternates in the base bid," said Jim the Orlando Arena, home ofthe Orlando
Dorsey,· president of PDR Architects of Magic. He said the university's facility
Orlando.
seats about half the people for a tenth of
The five construction alternates in- the c9st. f
cluded power, telescopic bleachers;
Though the total package was more
power, telescopic bleachers at the prac- than $12million, $8. 78mi11ion was allottice court; restrooms and concession ar- ted for the construction budget.
by Robert Warren Jr.

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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A dedication for the $12.2 million Arena project will be held in November.
UCF's Arena has been compared to the Orlando Arena (Jim Ferguson/FUTURE)

ARENA
FROM PAGE 1
chairbacks to attract larger crowds into
the Arena.
In 1990, average attendance at a UCF
basketball game was aboutl ,500, double
the previous year's average. Dean is hopeful that the revised lower-level seating
will boost season ticket sales.

FLOOR
FROM PAGE 1

He also said the chairs wilJ provide a
comfortable setting for visitors in those
seats.
''They add class to the building," Dean
said.
Dr. Dan Holsenbeck, who chaired the
now-dissoJ.Ved arena building committee,
concurred with the coach and said the
chairbacks were better for visitors attending
events like commencement and lectures.
The lack ofconsistent statistics and documentation makes it difficult to isolate
problems, Powell said.
Powell said that ifUCF plays on the
synthetic surface, "every injury will be
blamed on the floor."
Many universities choose the artificial surface when constructing a multipurpose building, as is the case with
UCF's facility.
The now-dissolved UCF Arena building committee, in its final report, stated
that in addition to intercollegiate competition, priorities for the building include general university events, such as
commencement and student recreational ·
use, including intramural sports.
Stetson University in DeLand installed a synthetic surface in 1974 because oftheuniversity'sneedfor a multipurpose facility, said head men's basketball coach Glenn Wilkes.
But Stet.son replaced it in 1990 with a
permanent wooden floor because ofthe hlgh
cost of maintaining the artificial surface.
"Once it would wear down every four
or five years, a company had to come in
and resurface 1t," said Wllkes, who has
been Stetson's head coach since 1957.
'With a wooden floor, our own painters
can come in and resurface it," he said.

4
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SAFE CAMPAIGNING
For the 50 available seats, 90 petitioners
have declared candidacyforthe up and coming senatorial elections. ·
Elections will be held Sept. 16, on the
branch campuses and Sept. 17-18, on the
main campus.
Cris Marlin, SG Public Relations Director,
says "It is the student voters responsiblity to
seek out those who are running and find out
where they stand on issues and then make
their decision."
Active campaigning began Monday. Senator hopefuls will be campaigning in various
places throughout the campuses until time of
elections.
John Shadgett campaigns for Arts and
Sciences, Seat 7. He asks Holly Rayko to
support him. Photos by Charles K. Morrow.

•
•
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Student Health Services
is lookin!! for members
of the new Health
Services Advisory
Council. This S!rouP will
assist the Health Center
Staff ·in·creatins .new
Prosrams to better serve
the health and wellness
needs of the UCF
campus. For more
information ,contact SHC
at 823.;2094.
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·.

.

FREE SCHOLARSHIP MONEY
6 BILLION AVAILABLE

•
·

YOU CAN NOT LOSE
NO PROOF OF PRESENT INCOME NEEDED
NO FEE UNTIL YOU GET PROOF OF AN AWARD
AWAR~

,,

•.i

FE~

$25 TO $100 ...................................... $1 S
$100 TO $150 •••••........••• ~ .........••....•... $25
$1 SO TO $250 .................................... $50

•

$250 TO UNLIMITED .........................$75

•
·COLLEGE FOR MANY
P.O. BOX 570097 ORLANDO, FL.
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combines
students, deputies
~eeting

by Sandra Pedicini
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•
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In order to establish a better
rapport between members ofthe
UCF community and the Orange County Sheriffs Department, the two groups
will hold a "town meeting" Thursday night.
The meeting, which
begins at 7:30 at Collegiate Vil1age Inn, is
part ofthe Sheriffs Department Community
Policing program which began
las~ November. Sheriff's deputies Steve Buchanan and Darryl
Osborne coordinate the countywide program which aims to
·better relations among citizens
and sheriffs deputies by teaching citizens how deputies are
involved in the community.
''There's a need out here in
this area for the police to have
better relations with the community as a whole," Buchanan
said. "To let people know there's

another side to law enforcement
besides arresting people and
t aking them to jail."
Deputies also work with
charitable organizations like
the Childrens Wish Foundation and help to settle neigh-borhood disputes.
In the eastern section of o ·r ange
County, much of this
program focuses on
relations with UCF
students.
In the past, there
have been confrontations between the sheriffs department
and students attending parties
.
near campus.
''We want'to give them [college students] an idea of how
and whatlawenforcementofficers expect when they arrive on
the scene," Buchanan said.
''When somebody calls and CRASH
makes a complaint, of course we
have the obligation to handle As if school stress was not enough, these students got in a car wreck Tuesday

evening. Police have not released the -names yet.

(Char1esK. Morrow/FUTURE)

POLICE continued page 6
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A VARIETY OF SERVICES ARE AVAILABLE TO All
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UCF STUDENTS. FREE OF CHARGE ANO FULL OF
GREAT IDEAS AHO ACTIVITIES TO HELP REDUCE .
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INDIVIDUAL CONSUL TATIOH AHO GROUP MEETINGS
OH TOPICS SUCH AS

:

*TIME MANAGEMENT
*PUBLIC SPEAKING
1rPAHIC ATTACKS
*TEST AH>CIETY
*RELATIONSHIPS
*CAREER DECISIONS
.. *RELAXATION TECHNIQUES
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We're seeking motivated p«?ople to sell ad space
in the University of Central Florida's only student newspaper,.
The Central Florida Future. If You've got what it takes, come by our
business office at Room 108 in the Arts Complex and fill out an
application, or call ext. 2601 to find out more.

0

THE TEHSIOH AHD ANXIETIES THAT MAY BE
GETTING YOU DOWH.

•

Selling Ads fo"r The Central ·Florida Future
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EPISCOPAL CAMPUS MINISTRY
STUDENTS
STAFF
FACULTY

WEDNESDAY NOON, ROOM 214
S1UDENT CENfER

f-FROM YOUR-FAMOuS:-FRiENDLY:-1
I
I

. LOCAL DEEP DISCOUNT
HEWLETT-PACKARD DEALER:

:HP 95LX Palmtop PC HP 4asx
.th L t ® 1 2 3® . SCIENTIFIC
Wl
0 us
- EXPANDABLE
CALCULATOR
.

:

ALL 48SX

I
I
I

PLUS ALL OTHER HP
BUSINESS & SCIENTIFIC
CALCULATORS, .
SUPPLIES & SOFWARE.

-

LI l : I i'4 3;fi i i'lij :zj ;i i {J 13 : i i ~wE OFFER 1 & 2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS WITH
CARPET, DRAPES, CENTRAL AIR/HEAT, WITH ALL OF
THE FOLLOWING _EXTRAS:

integrated
~

·· RIGHT ACROSS FR0\1 UCF ·
·ON COU~TY BUS ROUTE
·WALK TO SHOPPES, BANKS
AND MOVIES

with
calculus

rJJ'jj'I

12017 SOLON DR.
ORLANDO, FL
(NEXT TO PIZZA HUT ON
ALAFAYA)

'I

Calculator & Computer ~ro\ :
2916 Corrine.Drive

.

Odando; FL 32803

·AFFORDABLE RATES
•MONTHLY STUDENT
SPECIALS
•THE ULTIMATE TN
CO~VENIENCE

WE WANT·
YOU. ·
8JE9~0~~
The official newspaper of the University
of Central Florida
wants you - especially if you can
write.· If you are
interested in writing
investigative news
or news/feature
stories, call ~eidi
Steiner, News Editor, at UCF-NEWS.

ONLY FIRST MONTH & SECURITY
DEPOSIT REQUIRED TO MOVE IN

HEWLETT

~~PACKARD

INTERNATIONAL
.

823-2482

"THE IDEAL ACADEMIC COMMUNITY"

I
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I
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functions
,. • HP EquationWri ter
application
•Graphics
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Fr. Ashmun Brown
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Write a letter and get

something
· accomplished.

.Just do it.
11 :00 A.M.
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MASS
SUNDAY 281-4438

SOL
NEED A LIFT?
Molly Meeks, an18-year-old biology major, and other UCF students wait on the steps
of the administration building for the LASER shuttle ·bus .. (Charles K. Morrow/FUTURE)

POLICE
FROM PAGES

the call...any order he fa
sheriffs deputy] gives has to
be obeyed.
People don't understand
that. If a deputy comes out to
your apartment or your party
or whatever and he says you
have to go inside, you really
don't have a choice in the matter."
Buchanan said the emphasis

In late August, Buchanan
on good relations has been
prompted by parties given and Osborne met with UCF
by UCF students in the past officials to discuss student/deputy
in which arrests., and , on relations.
Assistant Director ofStudent
occasion, fights have enAffairs Pam Mounce attended
sued.
.
The meeting will also the meeting.
"I think some of the most
cover alcoholic beverage
laws and what happens to important points are that they
under-aged
students want to create expectations for
charged with possession of all students and neighbors in
the area on what can enhance a
alcoholic beverages.
Additional meetings will be good party in the neighborhood,"
she said.
held on an as-needed basis.

· ~t. Jog~pu·s
Qtat1Jo1 it ~lJu~tlJ
Alafaya Trail
1501

Saturday Vigil Mass: 6:00 P.M.
Sunday Masses:

8:00, 10:30 & 12 Noon
275-0841

STUDENT GOVE
NT
SENATE ELECDONS

FEEL THE POWER:. VOTE

WHERE:

.

6

'

• On the Green near the Health & Physics Building
• Between CEBA.I & CEBA II
_
• Next to theEducation Building

BRIHG YoaR SraDEHT

l.D.
••

•
•

•
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SMOKING
FROM PAGE 1

Previous state law prohibited
smoking only near the bathrooms or water fountains of the
Administration Building.
Ivie said the smoke-free policy

RUGBY
FROM PAGE 1

•

•

•

•

in the store so that she could
check his bag. The man took
three steps into the store and
then turned around and fled.
The man ran into a department store and tried to dump
the stolen merchandise in the
men'sdepartment. Follandand
Fernald chased him.
''We were there when it hap-

might be hard to enforce. He
said success of the program
depends a great deal on courtesy.
In the policy announcement,
Bolte said, "For those who use
the building from time to time,
please assist us in maintaining

the building smoke free and
healthy."
Two or three signs will be
posted at the entrances of the
.
building.
''We'll put up as many that
are necessary without being
gaudy," Ivie said.

pened and decided to help the
saleswoman get the merchandise back." Fernald said. ''My
heart was pumping, but there
was no time to wait."
Theyfound theman trying to
sneak out of the store. Folland
caught him while Fernald went
back to find the stolen merchandise and return it to the store.
The two men returned to the
store with the shoplifter and the
bag of merchandise. The police

and mall security greeted them.
The police handcuffed Gregory Green and charged him
with a misdemeanor. Green was·
already on probation.
"He did not look like a shoplifter," Fernald said. "He was
well-dressed, clean and athletic
looking... andhe drove a Honda."
The police commended
Fernald and Folland for their
quick thinking and success in
appr~hending the shoplifter.

The Central Florida Future-so
bright yol1 have to wear shades .

•
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High Quality Sofa Beds at
an Affordable Price

•

•

TAK£+ HOWELL
El ,.Q.,, .•.•. ,

.
iEru 1111¢
~

1271 S. Semoran Blvd.
S. R. 436 Next to UA Theater ·

679-7772

(LJ

J ...!:

tom

•

Chris Sadowski, 18, is skate boarding in the faculty lot
next tO the power plant. (Charles K. Morrow/FUTURE)

Open 7 Days

CE•~
Financing

·Excluding Sale Items
. •Coupons Expire 9/30/91

•

•

BALANCING.

JUDGE CLARENCE THOMAS •••
To

BE ••• OK NOT TO BE A
SUPREME COURT JUSTICE?

.----m--goUfen~l:
National Honor' Societ_y
"Sdw/11.11ic Ad1i~vc:111cnc 11nJ Excdlcnc<"

• ACADEMIC RECOGNITION
• SCHOLARSHIPS

..

• LIFETIME MEMBERSHIP

FORUM

-• CHAPTER ACTIVITIES
• NETWORKING
• LEADERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
• PUBLICATIONS
• RESUME REFERENCE
For more information, please visit our
information booths in front
the library.

of

FREE FOOD!!!
Featuring;
Clive Thomas, 74 WNZ Talk Radio
Rufus Brooks, President of Orlando's NAACP
Dr. Roger Handburg, Political Science Dept.
Tom Brown, President of UCF College Republicans
Dr. George Crossley, Central Florida Forum, WTLN
Joe Morrel, Attorney at Law
l~
~ Rick Speer, Host of Student Standpoint
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Rulining up the score
begins with the cost
of the UCF Arena
ometimes the UniversityofCentralFlori~.a
makes mistakes. This could be surprising,
but try to control your response. A finger
could be pointed at UCF for the construction of
the Arena. Let us consider the areas of concern.
First of all is the price tag. The original price
was $8.87 million for the bare essentials $12.2
million for the whole package. This provides for
moving bleachers and what not. What this does
not cover is the portable wooden floor and decent sound system. This might appear not to be
much, but both are very important.
The current flooring in the Arena is a threeeighth inch layer surface, called Versiturf. This
was used so the facility could be multi-purpose.
Other purposes would include commencement,
intramural sports andgeneral university events.
The problem is that for sporting events, the
surface could be called qangerous. The rubberized surface provides traction to the point of
failure. UCF trainer Kevin Mercuri said, ''When
thefootingisgood,thenextjointtogoistheknee
... There's not much resistance." No one is sure
if the surface is a definite danger, but many
in 30 minutes or less each morning; a phenomenon not
athletes feel that the surface is a danger. The
questioned even by the entire English department at
answer to this problem is a portable wooden
UCF or the Wichita radicals.
floor, such to the likes of the current Orlando
NAKED EXPRESSION
The open road. The premise of the American dream.
Arena. Of course this will cost about $60,000.
An obsession of many_poetic bastards from John
The question is should the university spend the
ometimes you gotta reach deep into the gut of a Steinbeck to Dickey Betts. And, with the advantage of
money.
.
day off to purge yourself of the universe blues. a sky blue, royal imperial imported, ark-like '74 PlyThe Arena was built with the intention of
Sometimes a dude's gotta th~ow every explana- mouth Valiant (of which even the man, Dogoli, is piss
having music events inside. In fact several mu- tion of his society into the local dwnpster and make his green envious of), adayoffisbynomeans a day at some
sicians who have recently performed . in Or- own definitions. And, fellow Americans, that is exactly granola art festival or at The CFF trying to smooze brill
what I did on one sterling Thursday as the morning sun cream intellectual buddies. Nay, in the heat stroke
lando, tried to use the Arena. Unfortunately, a shotviolentlythroughmyfourthstorycondoontheeast Central Floridian day, there is the open (literally) road
sound system was not part of the original plan. side and I awoke wailing impotently, "Oh, my f"**ing and the flea market - the American dream.
This will prove to be a problem if anyone actu- back! I'm only 25!"
·
· The flea market is the thing that will catch the
ally wants to HEAR the music. But hey, why
America, say what you will, but it's got some mighty conscienc·e of the transcendental consumer. For, it is
worry? UCF will certainly take care of this keenfleamarkets-andthatistheonlyreasonlstillhang not merely the bargain nor the Tiajuana haggling, it is
slight oversight and hopefully with not TOO out in this otherwise dormant country. America, I have thus: it is the tar throated farmer trying to sell leather
MUCH MONEY
listened to to Fitzgerald, Kerouac, Ginsberg and Dylan belts to a two year old girl; it is the stick figure southern
·
bl
h
·
h
·
1
ft
t
.
it for a miserable decade, now it's my tum guys. belle with horrible teeth ·selling hotdogs; the sketch
Those are two pro ems~ 1 ~ ?were e ou · personify
FortheAmericanDreamtogetrolling,onemustfirst artists trying to make a few bucks by five so they can be
How about ~he _p roblems bmlt m .
walk through the grey mental fog of the American at Visage by nine pounding two-fers of gin; its the
The most significant oversight could be the morning. And, for the brain-trust of many, the only pseudo-intellectuals selling baseball cards and boastbleachers. The bleachers were NOT built within means of survival has been to flounder in the murky ing of a baseball autographed by the entire 1955 Br-0okFire Marshall specifications. The upper-level brown swampland of caffeine. Black as hell, strong as lyn Dodgers; it is smell of Hazzard County (Bo, Luke,
bleachers have been ordered back three feet but death and sweet as love (or so some bathroom echoed of Daisy, Uncle Jesse, Cooter and Roscoe); it is the presthis results in a blocked view for the bottom Fried~ Willingh.am, w~ereve~ she may be). ~e Great ence of one's hon-a-fide bargain junkie accomplice
·
b
th bl h
't al
Amencan Caffeme crwse, at its peak, offers its mortal (often referred to as Dan); it is the dream descending on
so thereprievethatfourmoreyearsofGeorgeBushisjust the consumer and coming to life in Sanford. America,
spect ators, ecause e eac .ers weren
put up a~out three feet to compensa~e. Also, the one of those things (like ear wax) and that God does it's indolent brown fields and collective marsh swamps,
guard rails for t he newly moved bleachers ob- exist, Mr. Sartre, and is listening to a James · Gang attains its meaning in the flea market.
·
struct the view. Plexiglass may be used as guard album at the moment and pulling for the N.O. Saints
And, Maestro, you can set this to a hymn, as the road
rails to solve part of the problem, but to fix the thisyear:Thewild-eyedcaffeineresurrectionisrespon- leads on forever and I've got one more silver dollar, and
other may be costly, like somewhere in the sible for placing ~llions ofAmericans on the open road I'm riot gonna let em' catch flea market junkie.
range of $250,000.
This project is supposed to be dedicated by the
end ofNovember or beginning ofDecember. Hopefully it will be, as it would be nice to have the • WEAK ~n~K DENIED
have put all my efforts into do- I will do everything in my power to
basketball seasonin OUR arena. Having the Arena
ing what I promised: making ensure that this happens . .As a
will be nice. To agree with Dr. Dan Holsenbeck, Editor:
Student Government more ac- matter of fact, UCF students will
"We are delighted to have this facility."
I am writing this letter to the countable and more accessible have more interaction with their
We only hope that the administration and opinion in the Sept. 5 issue of The to you, the students. For this to Senatorial representatives during
contractors can get it done, and done right. The CFF, "Weak Link Foillid: Stude1_1t occur, changes have to be made the upcoming Senate term, and I
students at this university have few enough Government" by MarkJames. This and anytime change is proposed, am the catalyst for that change as
places on campus which are there for good fun. article points out that I ·am the there is always opposition. This well.
If I am going to be ridiculed for
The Arena could prove to be the stimulus needed "weak link" because the last few is why the recent Senate meetSenate
meetings;
which
were
unings
have
had
·such
aggressive
pushing
such changes, so be it!
to create UCF pride.
der
my
control,
were
"a
Zoo."
This
debates.
The UCF students also need to remember
can be explained in 'Qne word:
I ·a m not here to gain popularMark G. Dogoli
that this is being built for students, by students,
change.
ity; I am here to guarantee that
student
body
vice president
and the only way to get your money back is to use
Since I was elected last spring, I all students are represented and
pre-med
the facility.

S
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,The big top of confi~ation includes untamed liberals
need to see an equality in representation of minorities on
the bench. That is more pertinent an issue these days than
is judicial int.egrity of the high court.
.
WHAT'S NEXT?
While there are certain i>eople who seem to view this as
putting the cart before the h<;>rse, it must be the politically
he lat.est Supreme Court circus has started. Wel- correct thlng to do and that, above all, is a priority in our
come to the big top of confirmation hearings for egalitarian society.
.
Clarence Thomas.
According to the 1990 World Almanac, the July 1988
While conservative factions have taken a smear tactic governmental population projection had thecountry'sblack
r campajgn against some of those sitting on the selection
population at 12.3 percent. Since one sitting Supreme
committee (a move which the president has tried to dis- Court justice translates into 11.1 percent, then the:.selectance himself from; he only uses dirty tricks - a'la Willie tion of one black appears to be a proper distribution ratio. ·
•Horton - when it is advantageous to him personally), .
The problem will be that, inattemptingto achieve parity
liberal groups from the NAACP to NOW have come out :In legal jurisprudence, this nation is going to end up with
against Thomas, citing his prior record as being detrimen- a parody of same. After all, since one black rounds off to
tal to minorities.
equal representation on the bench, how about women?
e
Factions of the left are complaining that, while Bush
Well, we do have Sandra Day O'Connor,-but she only
namedablack,itisnotablackofthepoliticalcuttheywould represents li percent of the Supreme Court, and figures
like to see. Wake up, folks, the man is a conservative.
show the female population of the nation being a tad over
, It's obvious that the administration of the time is going 50percent.
to determine what political leanings its appointees will
Doesn't that mean that we should have five female
have. But now, the priority seems to be shifting to what justices four male justices?
Perhaps President Bush cou.1d rectify this situation
color/sex/background category can be filled. After all, we

Bill Cushing

•T

•

partially by naming a bfack woman instead of Thomas.
Now, what about the Hispanic community? While this
percentage is lower than blacks, perhaps we can seek out
a Puerto Rican woman to replace one of those white males
now sitting and we'd be on our way to full and equal
standing.
Wait. Let's not stop here. We need to completely reapportion the Supreme Court in order to properly reflect the
face of the nation.
Maybe what we need to do is look for an Episcopalian
womanwhosefatherwasanlrish-Germanmixandmother
the product of a French and Italian couple. Then, we have
t.O find a Jewish black man whose father was Vietnamese.
Is this getting too confusing?
Wait 'til we need to come up with a kosher Zen
Catholic who is Norwegian and Albanian.
This is getting to be far too much math.
Wait. I've got an idea that might just be the answer.
Why don't we pick a judge for the Supreme Court who
is a good, fEPr and competent judge?
I realize this seems to a difficult concept for a lot of
the colintry's special interest groups to grasp, but, you
know what, it might just be crazy enough to work.

The UCF Cainpus Police a.k.a. The Donut Cops

Philip A. Bornemann
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"No one Democratic candiate will arise as
the savior of the American political system.
The Republicans have run the national
deficit from $76 billion in 1980 to over $3
trillion in 1991. When the American people
realize the consequences... then the Democrats will not only be competitive but will
ultimately win the Oval Office:"
-David Bass
history

· lrff'

•

''The same .polls that show Bush at a 7075 percent approval rating also show that
less than 30 percent of the people polled
think this country is heading in the right
direction ... I think that any front-running
Democratic contender could retake the
White House ... especially Sen. Bob Kerrey,
Gov. Bill Clinton or Sen. Tom Harkin.

"''· lrff'

4f.l (i.,Ou'/' '70

. '7r1,t~~~

"Yes, I think they can. As the economy
worsens and the present administration
does less and less about it, I think that the
Democrats will find someone to do something about it. As more problems come up
and Bush stays with his status-quo attitude,
more people will turn to the other side."
- Tim Shields
micro-molecular biology

~i

W

"I don't think tfJe Democrats have had
any luck for the past few years ... I think that
the Republicans are going to stay powerful.
... I have no idea of a Democrat who is
running.

- Mark Mollan
political science

This week's question:

ShoW.d se:x: education be taught in
the public schools?
Call The Central Florida Future's hotline with your view at 823-3956
-- ~----

f

, ?'rf

-Brent carr
radio-television
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The Society for the Advancement of
Management (SAM), having open meeting Sept. 12, in Room 147 at 4pm

GREEK CORNER

ALPHA TAU OMEGA
*Thurs. 10pm BIG BRO-LIL BRO Ceremony@ House *Friday, HAPPY HOUR,
7-7PM. *PARTY@House 10pm following Happy Hour. *Thurs. 4pm Footballs.
Independent. *Pi Phi LOVE & PEACE
SOCIAL Sat. 10pm.
PHI DELTA THETA
Pledges, Retreat on Fri., beatthe House
at 5:30pm. Football vs. UE at 5pm,
Thurs. Now is the time when good men
become great! Sat. Road Trip to Jamie's
house, then, Tallahassee!
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
Congrats to the lovely ladies invited to
the Ladies Night Social-Wild Pizza, Sat.
at9pm. Am's and Big Bro's -tonights the
night- meet at quad at ?pm. Also, Chapter Retreat is Sat. at 11 pm in the Wild
Pizza. Vic, thanks again for all your help.
H~y fellas, we're back! Nuff' said.

··""

SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
Hey E's, How's that Cable TV; ~halk-up
another first. /!J.!J.1j, It's Ice Skating time Social Sat. Tony M., Rodney S. Ambulance is standing by. 4th Annual Sky
Dive Sunday, meet at House early. Everyone needs an "ATTITUDE ADJUSTMENT" K'appy hour Friday 5-?pm. Late
night w/ E's presents BLACKOUT Party
Friday 9pm at House. All ladies welcome. Monday Night Football at House.
See Brooks for special details. Quote of
the week - "Is That Right" Ahoy Now ! !
ALPHA KAPPA PSI
Congratulations to everyone! RUSH went
great. Thank you to everyone who helped
out. Brothers - Don't forget Friday Night
- 6:30pm - Professional dress. Don't be
late! Blue AKI.JI #1
·
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
Smoker & Party this Sat. Bring your
r-.• -. stogie & find out who's you~ B_
ig I Lil Bro.
All ladies are welcome to come dance,
party, and meet our new pledges after
11pm. Senate elections - '{OTE !

ROOMMATES
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED- N/S,
quiet, responsible, neat. Toshare2 Bedroom 1 1/2 Bath townhouse w/ dishwasher, dryer, micro pool/tennis furnished $275. 1/2 utilities CALL 327-6059.
M/F Nonsmoker Alt. Springs 2BD I 2BA
Apt. $250 + 1/2 Util 380-5967 or 2950992
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED - N/S
to share 2 bedroom 1 bath apartment, 2
miles from UCF. Call 381-3909.
Female roommate $300/mo, 3b/2b
house, 1/2 utilities, 5 min. from UCF,
pool, washer/ dryer, 679-4889. ·
Azalea Park - Quiet, clean, Thirtyish
male has BR & BA for a mature male or
female non-smoker. Washer I dryer,
cable TV, separate phone. $300/mo. +
1/2 utilities. References & Deposit. Tim
is at 275-1718.

Waterbed Queensize with bookcase
headboard, heater, waveless mattress,
5 months old. $200 obo. Shawn 6775317

For sale b' Trifin Surfboard $75, Bear
Compound Bow $75 Call Steve 3821557
Mountain Bike, 4 wks. old $100, Guitar,
Jackson Soloist, Mint $700, Make offer,
Eric, Eve. 678-8723
Nishiki Racing Bike $250 Tri-Bars $50
365-1776
Camera 35mm MinoltaX?OO with 50mm
Lens $1 70 679-4812

AUTOS

LOST& FOUND
LOST - Set of Wedding Rings - lost in
Education Building - very sentimental Please contact Cindy Brown, call collect
407-268-0268 Reward - more than actual dollar value

212 apt near UCF Wash I Dry, fans,
dishwasher. Nice. $450. 365-7532
4 Bdrm, 2 Bath House, close to UCF,
large fenced yard, ceiling fans in all
rooms $675 mo. 843-9513

Earn $150/wk part time. Must be willing
to work 15-18 hrs/wk. Send SASE for
free info to: Godwin Industries, Dept.
goo, 643 Jamestown Blvd. Suite 2137,
Alt Springs, FL 32714

LSAT GRE GMAT Prep Course
Open Enrollment High Scores Taught
by Testing Specialist Michael Tierney,
897-3300 or341-0003

Various 2 Bedroom Apartments for Rent.
Walking distance. $400-$450 Move in
Specials. Call 872-0373
SHERWOOD FOREST
3bdrm-2bth Now Available Duplex Includes: Washer I Dryer, large kitchen
and living area, front + backyard, one
mile form UCF, $630 per month. Call
Graham 422-3080 or 875-3205
ROOM FOR RENT -$300/month including utilities and washer/dryer access,
large home *Must love dogs 767-5642

$200 ea. Call 249-1965

WANTED

86 Honda 500 Interceptor V4 Mint Condition $2,200 Must Sell 366-6563 990
Kitchen table for sale. Good condition.
Can be made larger w/ two leaves $25
Call 380-7150

I

OTHER

RETAIL HELP I!!
APPLY NOW!!!
$8.75 (guaranteed starting rate)
Full Training provided. Excellent opportunity for advancement. Scholarships &
Internships Available
CALL: 236-0170

The ALL-PURPOSE USED BOOK
STORE 2000 sq.ft. of all types, hardback or paper. Heavy on SF and NF.
LEGIBLE LEFTOVERS/THE CAT'S
MEOW, 706 N. HWY 17-92,
LONGWOOD. 339-4043.

DON'T

CASH FOR COLLEGE GUARANTEED!
CALL 407 699-5704 EXT UCF
Shelley's Custom Designs Custom Made
Bridal Fashions, Evening Gowns and
Holiday Wear for Appt. Call 349-5527

TYPISTS
TYPING SERVICES - call Nancy at6794006.

•

RAISE $500.. $1000..$1500
FOOLPROOF FUNDRAISING
for your fraternity, sorority team or other
campus organization. Absolutely no investment required! Act now for the
chance to win a Caribbean Cruise and ~
fabulous prizes!
Call 1-800-950-8472 ext.50

TUTOR NEEDED ·for STATISTICSASAP CALL ANYTIME #249-5265
(LEAVE MESSAGE)

SERVICES

MONEY FOR COLLEGE. Every student
is eligible for financial aid regardless of
grades or parents income. $10 billion
available - Get your share. Free information - Scholarship Searchers, 4310 S.
Semoran Blvd. #521, Orlando, Fl 32822
Free Sample, Make Money on Campus!
No selling, no inventory, no time. Send
large self-addressed stamped envelope
to SOPAX, P.O. Box 2894, Charlotte,
NC 28247
LAUGH YOUR WAY THROUGH COLLEGE: Be a STANDUP COMIC and
GET PAID! Comedian's guide shows
how. Send $9.95 to PROFESSIONAL
IMAGE ASSOC., 2139 University Drive,
Suite 161-0R, Coral Springs, FL33071

PERSONALS
I

HEY WESTGATE,
CONGRATS ON ORGANIC AND
PHYSICS, BUT IT AIN'T OVER YET!
A.C .

WP, EDITING: APA, MLA,etc.366-0538
Rich O'Neill Loves Kim Lippincott ! I ! •
WORDMASTERS 277-9600
Student documents and resumes.
Same day service available. IBM/AT,
Word Perfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.
Fast*Professlonal*Accurate

Earn $450/wk doing easy work. Send
SASE to Norman Enterprises, PO Box
2704, Norman ,OK 73072 for details.

"

SAT ACT GAE GMAT CLAST PREP.
Educators, Not Just Tutors. General
Math: Through Trig. Open Enrollment
Flexible Classes 249-4070 _

Someone to Practice Tennis With. Needs
to be at least minor tournament level.
Gotta have desire to practice everyday.
Call Dave 295-1718. Also Wanted-a
Used Stringing Machine. Make me an
offer.

RPS NEEDS PIT PACKAGE HANDLERSFROM3-7AM$7 PER HRCALL
297-3715

ATIENTION: Excellent Income
for home assembly work. INFO. 504646-1700. DEPT. P307

•

Math Tutor Thru CALC 11. 859-2972

GOVERNMENT SEIZED Vehicles from OVERNIGHT BABY-SITTER
$100. Fords. Mercedes. Corvettes . . I need a responsible, caring, person to
Chevys. Surplus. Buyers Guide. (1) 805 care for my 2 elem. age children for after
962-8000 Ext S-4628
school and overnight 3-4 times a month .
15 min. from UCF in Tuscawilla. Reference Required 695-2475

HELP WANTED

•

TUTORS

FOR RENT

FOR SALE

A.A. MEETING EVERY WED. 12-1 PM
STUDENT CENTER RM 214

I

LOOKING for a Tremendous NO RISK
:;>uper Single Waterbed, one year old. GROUND FLOOR OPPORTUNITY to
Must Sell - $100 obo. Call Suzy 282- . REPRESENTOneofAMERICASMOST
4771
REPUTABLEandSUCCESSFULCOMPANIES, that OFFERS GUARANTEED
COMPLETE GAPS GRE PREPARA- BONUS INCENTIVES for YOUR HARD
TION COURSE. FANTASTIC REVIEW WORK? PLEASE CALL FOR EXCITMATERIAL. USED LAST APRIL. PAID ING DETAILS. 277-1677
$160. WILL SELL FOR $.120. PHONE904·789-5734
ENERGETIC INDIVIDUALS NEEDED
to participate in unique marketing proDesk- 4 drwr, good cond. $60 Call 366- gram, with attractive benefits. For details
49-12
CALL 277-4660.

ALPHA DELTA Pl
Only 7 weeks until we start the MIT and
808 KNIGHT PHOTOMARKETING
TIKA winning the tradition. Good luck
*Sherwood Forest*
looking
for professional, energetic, partDana S. - you're our Southern Belle!
3/2 and 212 Available for Immediate time employee. Must be willing to work
Thanks UE for an awesome social
Occupancy. Call OMV Properties Inc. weekends and early mornings 896-6892
Monday Night! We • our Alphas!
657-1967
MIT would like to recognize outstanding
TIM WEBBER CATERING is now hirGreeks for their achievements at UCF.
ing!!! Experience preferred. Learn how
Greeks of the Week: Marci Villanueva
to
bartend and make great extra $$$.
/!J.!J.1j, for a great 1991 Panhellenic Rush ·
Don't
miss this great opportunity II! Call
and Penn Holsapple TIKA for leading
645-2.754 . ..
UCF to victory last weekend!
Congratulations 11 !
HOUSE FOR SALE: 3 bdrm 2 bath. In ·Students Wanted! Earn Up To-$10/hr.
Alafaya Woods subdivision in. Oviedo Mal<e your ow,n hours, make excellent
ZETA TAU ALPHA
Fireplace, vaulted ceilings, ceiling fans, money marketing credit cards on your
Hey Zetas! Was retreat awesome or
water softener, electric garag.e door campus. Call 1-800-950-8472 ext. 20 .
what! Ann & Kelly- you guys are doing a opener. 5 yrs old. $4600 down, asking
great job with UCF's # 1 Pledge Class!!!
$92,000. 30 yr assumable mortgage. MALE & FEMALE PERFORMERS
Flag Football starts next week - for a
This one will sell fast! 292-6351 Broker. WANTED for new musical show. Taischedule - see Marci M. Little Sis Appreciation Week is coming up-get psyched! Rollerblades: Macroblade608, Sizes 10 ented amateurs & students considered.
Call (904)343-5336 or 742-1134.
Attitude Check - Zeta's # 1 I I !
1/2 & 12. Eight months old. Great Buy@

CLUB INFO

RESUMES- "Special Student Package"
Laser Printing - Call Donna 699-8932

Bookworms! Read Books For Pay!
Earn $100 a Title! Free Recorded
Message Reveals Details 8131852-8707

PROFESSIONAL PC SERVICES
380-7429

B.F.,
I'm looking forward to more wasted
Sat. and Sun. Afternoons with you. You
are UNBELIEVABLE. I am falling harder
for you everyday.
EMOTIONALLY and SEXUALLY
YOURS,
S.O.
Jeffy, · Hi Babel "Ditto"•, Pooky

DRUNK!!
e 1J

-' -
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The Blazers' defensive line,
according to Cavan, may be as
strong as it has ever been but
Dowen said.
has very little depth.
McDowell said the Knights
"(Antonio)
Edwards ,
cannot afford to take the Blaz- (Marcus) Walker and (Anthony)
ers lightly; three years ago, VSC Thornton are all impact players
punished UCF 48-19 in a·game who can disrupt an offense in a
McDowell felt the Knights hurry, and (Harold) McClain
should have won.
and (Darren) Turner are solid
"That game Saturday inside," Cavan said. "I'm a little
(against JMU) reminds me of concerned about depth, but I
the game we played against think we'll be okay.
Valdosta three years back,"
"Depth is always a problem
McDowell said. "I actually felt for us whenever we go up against
we had a better football team atopDivisionI-AAschool. When
than they did, but you sure you play a Georgia Southern or
couldn't tell that by the score. UCF, you're just riot going to
We got up there and couldn't do beat those guys."
anything right. They whipped
The Knights are undoubtedly
our butts."
hoping that Cavan is right but
If the Knights are to avoid face the challenge of jumping
another embarrassing setback, back into the victory lane.
they will have to stop VSC's
"Justbecausewelostagame
rushing attack which could. be doesn't mean I feel any less
the strongest its been in years that this is a great football
because of its depth.
team," McDowell said. "This · UCF fqotball players sweat through agility drills after suffering their first defeat of the
"I really feel good about our game is a little m'ore impor- season to James Madison last week. (Michael oeH0091FuruRE)
running back situation," Cavan tant now. When you're shootsaid. ''Those positions should be ing at a season of 8-3, then
better than we've ever had. every loss cut~ your margin of
Ramon (Allen) and Chad (Tan- error down.
"I'd say this game is going to
ner) combined for almost 1,400
yards rus}:iing last year. I really be one that goes down to the
wire."
like the depth we have here."

FROM PAGE 16

Buckle.Up

I

Because life is the
greatest gift

YOU CAN;fl ·
LIVE ON
HOPE
a

You hope .this guy is

finally'tt1~ right guy. .

..

You hope this time she
just iTlight be the one.
A.nd you bo.th hope the
other one is not infected
with the AIDS virus.
Of course you could
·ask. But your partner
might not know. That's
becau00 it's possible to
carry the AIDS virus ·for
many yaars without
fil'Jv.ri~1g onvsymp1oms
1
The only -.,.,,ay ·i·o
prevent getting
infected is k~ prated
1
yourself. Sta:t using
I·
condoms. Every time.
1

Al D~

~:~ ~~~~~

If he says no,
so can you.

If you think you
can't get it you're
dead wrong·..

:...-------·------·

T
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FREE THROWS
FROM PAGE 16
/

lead us, now let's have a manly
man!
In fact, while we're changing
things, how about not only installing McDowell as president
but as King. Forget this silly
democracy stuff Give us a monarchy.
Ifyou are worried about abuse
of authority, I am ahead of you.
We will make it a limited monarchy andhave a watchdogcommittee to keep the new regime
in line. I've even decided on their
name. We will call this group of
advisors the Referees and give
them little yellow flags. If they
see anything funky going on,

they just blow their whistles.
What a system! We could also appoint
placekicker Franco Grilla to
oversee the university fiscal
policy. To decide whether to fund
a new wing on CEBA II, he just
tees up a ball and lets it fly. Ifthe
kick is good, we go for it.
The possibilities are endless.
If you are hesitant about the
expensesamonarchywould bring,
it will defininely net exeed the
cost of Altman's inaugaration.
McDowell will be able to calm
the storms that whip against us
now and set us back on our feet if
we are daring enough to give him
a shot.
Now if he could just do something for the Cowboys.

'

•

COMPONENTS

S NY CD PLAYER WllH REMOTE

14

9.99

~~i9.99

PIONEER 40 WATT RECEIVER

$10

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

PER MONTH• ON
SEARSCHARGE

14"7e7

n9Reg
$179.99

98772
,
(Mfr. #SX-1900)

Through Sept. 28

.TECHNICS DUAL CASSETTE DECK

$10

•

DIRECT REFLECT! G
BOSE BOOKSHELF SPEAKERS
99982
(Mir. #201)

99.99EA.

PER MONTH• ON
SEARSCHARGE

. -

.

91091
(Mir #RS-TR212)

16ft7e7

n9Reg
$179.99

Through Sept. 14

•

SONY 5 DISC CD CAROUSEL, REMOT

$10

PER MONTH• ON
SEARSCHARGE

SOLD ONLY AS PAIR

.

97724
(Mfr. #CDP-C315)

22"99Reg
$24.9.99
Through Sept. 14

7e

•-.{

SONY MICRO ASSETIE
TAPE RECORDER

t~~:~M-330)

29.99

MAGNAVOX DUAL
CASSETTE BOOM BOX

t~~~l#AW7595)

129.99

SONY AM/FM CLOCK
RADIO/CASSETTE

~r:~M

49.99

2363
(Mir. # ICF-C600)

SONY WALKMAN, AUTO
REVERSE, MEMORY PRESETS
BUILT-m

CLOCK

SHARP
MINI COMPONENT
TABLETOP STEREO

• Auto reverse tape deck
• 6 disc magazine style
CD changer
• 2-way speakers. bass
reflex. superwoofer
• Dual 5 band equalizer •
98061 (Mir #CD-CSOO)

7nn9
7.7

.

•Soles tox. delivery, or installation not included in minimum monthly payment shown. Your actual
monthly payment i:an vary depending on your account balance. A $700 minimum purchase ol
qualified merchandise is required to open a SearsCharge PLUS account.

8001 S. ORANGE ~LOSSOM TRAIL
(407) 826-9600

.,. ...
~

Each or these advertised items is readily available for sale as advertised.
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SOCCER
FROM PAGE 16
tently keep the pressure on the
Mercer side of the field and it
showed in the statistics. UCF
not only dwarfed Mercer in shots
on goal, with a total of 32 to 4,
but also needed far fewer goalie
saves, with only 3 to Mercer's
11.
Schreiner scored the first goal
of the game nine minutes into
the action but the next score
didn't come until Geltz's goal,

Freshman Amy Geltz hits the turf during the Knights'
• romp over the Mercer "Teddy Bears." (Charles K. MorrowrrcFF)

forty minutes into the game
Junior Tina Theis lifted the
lead to three with a penalty
kick 43 minutes into the game.
In the second half, Junior
defender Michelle Koshan
headed an assist from Kelley
Barnes into the goal and four
minutes later, Kelly Kochevar
did the same with a kick from
Karen Kopp.
The final score came, as the
firstdid, from Schreiner who
kicked it in 57 minutes into the
game.

THE RIVER, THE PARK, THE TREES...
THE DIFFERENCE. ·
LOCATED JUST
MINUTES

I BRAND

FROM UCF

.

ON DEAN ROAD,
JUST NORTH OF
COLONIAL (HWY 50)
CALL TODAY 381-2222
.

APARTMENTS

NEW! I

LARGE 1, 2 & 3 BEDROOM
RIVER & LAKE VIEWS
POOL & JACUZZI
INDOOR RACQUETBALL
TENNIS
FITNESS CEN'"f ER .

~--------------------------........................................................~,,.,,

"ll'M GETTING
GOOD GRADfES~AND A
GRlEAT RESUME~"

•

'

"I'm still just a sophomore, but when I
graduate I'm going to have more than a
degree. Thanks to UPS I'm going to have
a great looking resume, too.
"Fortune magazine rated UPS one
of the 'most admired' corporations in
America. And I work there. I make
almost $10,000 a year for working about
4 hours a day: l'rr even being considered for a promotion. Wouldn't that
look great on my resume: 'Part-time
Supervisor, UPS.' I get my choice of
working mornings, aftern.o ons, or
nights. I chose to work in Operations.
Some students are in Accounting,
Industrial Engineering, l.S. and Customer Service.
"It's tough to graduate at the head of
thedass. But if you want to graduate
ahead in the job market, just have UPS
at the top of your resume."

13

''I wasatHartford," Schreiner
said. "But playing here isgreat.
All the players help each other
and talk to one another on the
field."
Before her one year at Hart- "
ford, Schreiner was a high school
All-American in Colorado.
UCF will·play three straight
home games versus West
Florida, Florida Atlantic and
Barry before hitting the road. .
The Knights will travel to ,
Massachusetts and Hartford on
September 21 and 22.

''I
went
from house to

house gettirurnny
food or cloflles
theywould ·
~me.

Ihanded It all

'

outtoaµy~
~glemthe

neigliborhood.

''

-JocK Powell

_ Salisbury, MD

Jock Powell is one of !he liffle answers
lo lhe big problems facing every com·
muni~ in America. And because lhere
ore more people lhon problems, lhings will gel done. All you hove· lo
do is somelfong. Do anylhing. To find
oul ho~ coll I (800) 677-5515.

ft P9!~ ?!'.~1C:lfT
Do something good. Feel something real.

Rape
101.

Applicants are being considered
for your. local UPS office. For
interviews or more information about
UPS, see your school's career
development or job placement
center. UPS is an equal opportunity
employer.
-.
M/F

...

I

?t<

I

~

WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO WORK FOR US.
9 1
1
n1 ·
1'~.· 1.a~)-~1El~1i
Uup
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Volleyball team goes
1-1 on first road trlp
·Players find losing is different with Smith
by Jenny Duncanson

them. We never should have
lost," Peterson said. "For some
reason we just could not serve.
And without serves, you can't
score points."
Both Peter.s on and UCF
coach Laura Smith speculate
that the problem might be more
mental than physical.
"I think ~he girls wanted it so
bad it was overkill,"Smith said.
"We had a real shot against
FSU and we wanted it bad. The
FSU coach could see that we
wanted it and she never played
anyone but her starters against

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The Lady Knights Volleyball
team took its show on the road
Friday and Saturday and returned home with one win and
one loss to show for it.
On Friday, UCF defeated
Florida A&M University 15-4,
15-12 and 15-12. UCF played
Florida State UniversityonSaturday but lost 10-15, 1-15 and 715, giving the team a 1-1 overall
record.
"We felt good going into the
weekend and I don't think we · US." .
Smi~h said she is not disapwere very nervous," said senior
Lisa Peterson. "We had a nice pointed, but mostly frustrated. Freshman Wendy Babb (#5) spikes the ball over a teammates hands during practice. Babb
win against FAMU and most She feels she is trying to over- ha~ one kill and eight digs in UCF's·match against Florida St. (Char1es Giantt11FUTUREJ
come a mental barrier in her
everyone got to play."
The Lady Knights were led _girls.
tice last year. Smith has a dif- weekend and they are ready for ready to play."
"My coaching style is very ferent approach to a loss.
by 6-0 senior Shannon Pack in
next weekend.
C9mpeting in the tournathe FSU game with five kills different from what most of my
"I stick by my girls and I don't
"We have put FSU behind ment are Jacksonville Univer- T
players are used to," Smith said. punish them for losing. We want us," Peterson said.
and ten digs.
sity, Stetson University,
Senior Linda Santiago spear- ''The former coach's philoso- to keep it from happening, but
The Lady Knights will face Florida International Univerh eaded the teams victory over phies have no comparison with we need to use it to learn from," South Florida on Wednesday sity and UCF.
•
mine. Especially about losing." she said "I don't use a threat or this week and will host an InviFAMU with six kills.
The games begin on Friday
"We had no idea how (Smith) fear tactic. Mine is about the tational Tournament at home at 4 and 7 p.m.
The team was pleased with'
their victory on Friday but frus- was going to react," Peterson journey and to accept and deal on Friday and Saturday.
Play will continue Satur·
trated by the loss to the Semi- said.
with all parts."
''There are no worries about day at 1 p.m. and the champiPeterson said. a lost game
noles.
Peterson said the team has this weekend," Smith said. "My onship game will be at 5 p.m.
"We knew we could beat meantrnnningatthenextprac- had time to think about the girls are in great shape and in the UCF gym.

on

.

.

· BuckleUp

•Formals
(!). ~
•Parties
L!!~n~r~
•Banquets
ru/zt.OM
•Socials
•Any Special Occasion
FASHION SQUARE • 898-6122
ALTAMONTE MALL • 339-3131
FLORIDA MALL • 855-7555

A~~~~b~.

,,
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Footwear

Back to school special

1&••1111~

all merchandise wI
student or faculty ID
Not valid wilh Ill)' olh:r 1pCc:ials

~IR
Closest Athletic Store to UCF
Corner of Univ. Blvd. & 436
679-7678

.iP't;,"'

U-

~o

Lake Fredrica Sq.
S. Semoran Blvd.
Wal-Mart Plaza
658-1419

-"'
'il'~lr

TUNE --up SPECIAL
Five Dollars Off With Th is Ad!
Regular $35.00
Brake Adj. - Gear Adj. - Bearing Adj.
Frame Alignment - Wheel.Truing Lubrication - All work performed by prottesional
.
Vi
mechanics.
s.z· 't.Js.'I _

ucSo'l{/IJ~:t8/JJ1i$sf::' o

'I) C

.St

Of

O/o,.,.

•//q/

We

C~mplete .The

Puzzle!

The Nation's Hottest Graduate School Counseling Firm ...
• GRE, GMAT, MCAT, and

LS~T

preparation!

Learn how to take the test to get your best score!

• Research & Reading skills
Learn how to Read & Research more effectively!

• Grad School Entrance Counseling!
"

(Formerly Bike King)

91 oo E. Colonial
(at Beltway)

Learn haw to choose the right Grad School for you !

Longwood • 407-831-8833

•
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Where can you go to get an
•

Creative

IBM Clone at Rock Bottc>m

Computer

Prices?
Look Below to See!!
•

5

Corporation

Creaiive 286-20 MHz
System Features:
1 MB RAM
43 MB Seagate IDE Hard Drive
1.44 MB {3.5") Floppy Drive ·
1.2 MB (5.25") Floppy Drive
Fujitsu 101 Key Enhanced Keyboard
5 Drive Desktop Case
200 Watt Power UL Supply
1 Parallel, 2 Serial and 1 Game Port
Clock/Calendar
CTX Enhanced VGA - Tri-Sync. Monitor
14" (1024X768) Resolution
.28mm Dot Pitch
Microlabs VGA Solution Card
16 Bit, 512k Video Ram
Digital Research DOS 5.0

ii

spee.a
. llBack to School
Price!
.

$1395.00
Crealioe

386sx-20 MHz

Sa~e

Configuration as above, but with 2 Megs of Ram.

$1~.oo
Panasonic KX-P1124i

24-Pin Dot Matrix Printer
11 Fonts- 3 draft, 7 letter quality and 1 SLQ
Up to 300 cps in draft mode and 100 cps in letter quality mode. _

$324.00
Tihe Ctmlive Software Bundle: *

.'

~$#.'~'<ri'.'.: · . ,

1JCF
·Retail Price:

MicroSoft Windows 3.0
.
Spinnaker PFS Windows Works
·Symantec Norton Utilities 6.0
AMI Diagnostics 3.15
AMI Cache 1.e·
AMI Software Emulated
Expanded Mem~ry Sys. 1.0
Z-nix 2-Button Serial Mouse ·
* The Software Bundle is _an option available
with the ·o urchase of a Computer System.

Price

$149.00
$199.00
$179.00
. $ 89.00

$ 49.00
, $734.00 .

.

$ 143.00

>

The New
UCF Colnputer Store
Located in the Portable next to the Biology building.
Open 8:30-5:00 Monday thru Thursday, and 8:30-4:00
on Friday or call 823-5643.

,

;':.;.
,..

ii •.
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Football coach
puts forth hope
for a dark world
by l:>ave Meadows

J amie Johnson

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

FREE THROWS
ooking around this crazy world on
the week ofSept. 9, 1991, it is easy
to join in with. those who say that
we, the human race, are spiraling downward at a fast and furious pace. Those too
simple to know better will cry out and
say in their whinny, high pitched voices,
"Hey, Mr. Johnson, what about all the
exciting newi:; in the Soviet Union and
Germany and, and, and ..."
But in their naive concern for such
trivial and meaningless things, they overlook the deep and dark events that transpired over the weekend. The globalcommunity was dealt two crushing blows
over the last seven days that, I must
admit, left me feeling scared, alone and
needing someone to talk to.
Both the UCF football team and the
Dallas Cowboys lost their games.
I can only hope that you are-not learning of these tragedies for the first time
through my written words and without
anyonetoholdyouasyousob.Butletme
tell you, I know your pain and I am
writingthis column to tell you that there
is hope.
And his name is Gene McDowell.
"Gene," you say. "Mean Gene the
Coaching Machine McDowell?" you ask
with increased curiosity tinged with a
new lurking optimism.
That's right, Gene McDowell, the UCF
head football coach and athletic director,
is the man with all the answers.
· Following UCFs shocking loss against
the Jam es Madison Dukes, it was difficult to maintain a positive attitude and
continue to be hopeful about life in general. When I called McDowell to get his
reaction to the loss and some quotes
about where the team would go from
there, I expected him to not be in the
talking mood. Yet McDowell, who had
arrived horn~ from Virginia-at 3 am. on
Sunday morning and then was in his
officesixhourslaterworking,spokewith
optimism and humor Sunday afternoon.
He was even more positive during an
interview at practice Monday afternoon,
maintaining his stand that UCF football
was right where it needs to be.
"Are we off track? I don't think we're
off track," McDowell said. "Just because
we lost a game doesn't mean I feel any
less that this is a great team. We will get
better. We've got a good program and
we're not going to change anything."
Just being ~round the man was like
therapy. When you're standing next to
Gene McDowell and he tells you, in his
warm Georgian drawl, that things are
going to be all right, you get this overwhelming sense that they will.
This kind of man is what makes the
United States what it is.
So here we go. I, Jamie Johnson, formallythrow the hat ofGene McDowell in
the race for the UCF presidency.
Listen up, selection committee members! Select McDowell and not only will
we be one of the top universities in the
nation within 10 years, but we will also
know in our hearts that in the event of
any fist fights breaking out during any
meetings with other university presidents, our president would win by a
knock out. We tried letting a politician

L

\
'

. ··

UCF quarterback Ron Johnson (15) looks for a receiver between 2
.Duke defenders during Saturday's loss. (Vasha Hunt1JMU)

The UCF football team will try to get
back on the winning track this Saturday
when they travel to Valdosta, Ga. to take
on the Blazers of Valdosta State.
Following last weekend's 49-31 spanking at James Madison, the Knights realize they will have to improve their overall team performance in order to match
last season's success. UCF Coach
Gene McDowell expects a tough challenge from VSC.
"Val dos ta is going to be juiced up and
readytoplayus,"McDowell said. 'They're
a very good football team."
The Blazers return 14 starting players from a squad which compiled a 5-5
record last season and is expected to be
an improved team in NCAA Division II
football.
"They are big on both sides of the line
of scrimmage - offense and defense,"
McDowell said. "They hit extremely hard
and they know what they're _doing running the ball, too."
This weekend's game will be the
Knight's third outing of the season. For
VSC, this is their season premiere.
·
"They've had two games to get the
kinks worked out," Blazers Coach Mike
Cavan said. "We haven't had the opportunity to play yet, so I can't really assess
how good we are right now. That gives
them (UCF) a big advantage over us."
McDowell agrees with Cavan but is
quick to point out the VSC's late start
may work to the Blazers advantage.
"They've had the opportunity to watch
us play two games already, but we haven't
had the opportunity to watch them play
because they haven't played yet," Mc-
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VALDOSTA continued page 11

Womens' _soccer -t eam
manhandles Mercer, 6-0
by Harris Ahmed

skilled players."
.
Geltz also said the big step up to the
collegiate ranks suits her style of play
The University of Central Florida very well and backed up the statement
women's soccer squad opened its season with a goal in her first collegiate game.
"It was a just a nice lay-off pass by
with a 6-0 thrashing of Mercer U niversity before a cheering crowd of more than Tina (Theis)," Geltz said. "It was a good
pass."
250people.
Barker was pleased with Geltz's perNewcomers Amy Geltz, Tiffany
Schreiner, and Kelly Kochevar led the formance but said better thin-gs were yet
attack throughout the game with some to come from the national high school
scoring record holder.
fast moves and powerful ballhandlirig.
"I thought she did O.K," Barker said.
"It was great," Schreiner said. ''Ev"But
she can do better. She's still feeling
erybody works real well together and
Coach Barker really pushes us hard. her way around and she was a little
nervous."
We're definitely on our way up."
Barker pushed his team hard from
The Lady Knights' defense held the
Lady Bears to only 4 shots on goal the . the start of the game to the finish, even
aft.er the game had been put convincentire game.
.
"It's not that Mercer is a bad team," ingly away.
"I normally expect more work from
Schreiner said. "It's just that we practfoe
againstqualityplayers on our own team." them because they don't really know
Schreiner, a sophomore transfer from where they can get to, but I do, " Barker
Freshman Amy Geltz scores her first
the University ofHartford, scored afirst- said. "I expect them to play their highest
goal for UCF. (Charles MorrowtFLJTURE) ·
halfgoal with assists by Geltz and junior level constantly."
The Knights domination of Mercer
Julie Tombragel. Schreiner scored a second goal in the second half with an assist was shown throughout the game both
physically and in the player's ability. At
by freshman Dana Hoover.
Freshman Geltz, a three-time all-state one point in the game, time was called
first teamer from Bishop Moore High, with two Mercer players down on the
played an equally impressive game as field and another walking off a blow to
she, along with freshman Dana Hoover her leg.
The Lady Knights were able to consisfrom Lake Mary, were called on to start
the season opener.
"It felt good," Geltz said. "They are all
SOCCER continued page 13
FREE THROWS continued page 12
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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Womens' Volleyball page 15
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What's
•

What's
•

very fall season brings with it lots of changes more than just a premiere season of prirnetime
shows. Things that were popular in the spring, and
summer become old news and people start new
:~:1:1: ~ 1:~\{i~~ke:~i~ trends. Confetti would like to "educate"Teaders
who may be behind in the times and take a look at what's
hot and what's not. Let us know if you agree or disagree
with our picks .

•,
•

•

HOT

•

Button-fly jeans
Boxer shorts
Hypercolor clothes
Ray-Ban
Plaid
UCF shirts

Bell bottoms
Speedo bikinis
Tie-dye clothes
Oakley sunglasses
Fluorescent colors
Georgia Southern shirts

Movies
"New Jack City"
"Tenninator 2"
"The Addam 's Family"
"Boyz N the·Hood"
"101 Dahn'ations"
"The Doctor"

"Beastmaster 2"
"Dying Young"
Chucky "Child's Play " anything
Godfather" sequels
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
"Billy Bathgate"

\.

'

0

Network television
''Twin Peaks"
"The Cosby Show"
''The Wonder Years"
"General Hospital"
"Saturday Night Live"
"Designing Women"

PeoplelPersonalities
Kirstie Alley
Al Bundy
Paul Rubens
Homie Da Clown
Boris Yeltsin
Michelle Pfeiffer
Keanu Reeves
Christian Slater
Anthony Hopkins
The Little Mermaid

Sports
Jimmy Connen;
The Atlanta Braves
Willie English

Music
Public Enemy
Metallica
Johnny Gill
Michael W. Smith
EMF
Natalie Cole
Amy Grant

· Vanilla Ice
Poison
New Kids on the Block
Slayer
The Smiths
Paula Abdul
Debbie Gibson

Orlando/UCF
Iriterim President
Hair style
Beacham

Steve Altman
Back massages
Visage

Miscellaneous

Television
Fox Network
"Northern Exposure''
"Married With Children"
"Beverly Hills 90210"
"Days of Our Lives''
"In Living Color"
'•
Mwphy Brown"

NOT .

HOT

Fashion

..

r!

NOT

Delta Burke
Bill Cosby
Pee-Wee Hennan
Bart Simpson
Saddam Hussein
Julia Roberts
Patrick Swayze
Sean Penn
Freddy Kruger
Roseanne Barr
Andre Agassi
The New Yorlc Mets
Mruk Giacone

Vampires
Just Say Yes
Sexual Behavior classes
Recycling
Michelob Dry
Captain Morgan's
Hip hop
·rollerblades
Macintosh .'
"Blondie"
progressive
Taco Bell
God
local rock
moshing
thrifting
35mm and 120
condoms
Chewing gun
Independence
Frozen yogurt
Professional students

Donating blood
Just Say No
Foreign language
Littering
Corona
Schnapps
Pop rap
skateboards
IBM
"Calvin"
New Age
McDonald's
Satanic messages
house music
Lambada
Sharper Image
110.126 and disc
AIDS
Smoking
Communism
Sushi
Graduating

................................................................................... ••••••••••••
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.Austin band The Reivers will 'rob' Orlando's Beach Club
.

.

The Band:
John Croslin (guitar, vocals)
Kim Longacre (guitar, vocals)
Cindy Toth (bass)
Garrett Williams (drums)
The Reivers may not be. the
most popular name with the
masses, but the Austin-based band
is definitely hot.
How many other bands have
written a song for the ultimate
racehorse, Secretariat (on the
album Saturday)? The following
work, End of the Day, also gave
listeners ajazzed-up version ofthe
old American standard, "Lazy
Afternoon.''
Startingoutby playingthe clubs
and venues of the Texas area, the
band had releases with Capitol
before moving over with dB
records in Atlanta. Its new album,
Pop Beloved, has received
favorable critical acclaim from all
quarters, and the band will be in
Orlando on Sept. 21 for the last
leg of a North American tour.
Earlier stops included Boston and
New York City's CBGB and
Maxwell's, so it's a real coup for
the downtown alternative club, the
Beach Qub, to have booked them.
The following is the text of an
earlier interview the group
granted, along with some newer
information concerning the band
and its workings.
This band has two women, two
men, and this is a sort of mix
that seems to be popular in
Austin. Why do you think that
seeins to be a situation
indigenous to that area?

.

•

The Reivers are: John Croslin , Kim Longacre , Cindy Toth and Garrett Williams . (db records).
Kim: There's a lot of women in
Austin.
John:IthinkinAustin-it'skind
of Utopian in a way - people
come from an environment where
if you play a wrong note now and
then...

Kim: It's forgiven.
.
John: People will look beyond
that. ~d I think in the music
business there's this real
competitive male thing sometimes
where, you know, "your licks,"
"your chops," all this stuff -

there's thi~ real guitar hero band and I think that's the way it
sensibility in rock [where] a lot of should be. Athens is a cool place
womendon'tend up picking up a for that. There's other places I'm
guitar like a guy would. I think it's sure that could happen, and it wiU,
changing. Austin is a place where but Austin's just the most fertile
someone who hasn'tplayed guitar
fortwelveyearscanstillplayina REIVERS continued page C4
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QY\FE~LOLITA

:I

I
Philippine & Oriental Cuisine
I
I 10% discount on lunch and dinner platter with 1I coupon. Not valid with other coupon specials. I
I
Eat-in, Takeout, Ca~ring
I
I
6574 University Blvd.
I
I
(Between Forsyth & Goldenrod)
I
I
Winter Park, FL 32792 I
I
.
677-5880
I
J.
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Improve your
liMATscore
by sitting next
to the right
person.

t The Princeton Review. you '11 join a small class of about 12 students who
share your test-taking strengths and weak- THE
nesses. Our tracking system helps you learn
P~R~IN~C-E_T_O·more efficiently. because it .allows your teacher REVIEW .
to concentrate on the material you need most.
So call today for course infonnation. Seats are
-filling fast.
The Answer To

A

Standardized Tests.

831-2400

UN1>ER NEW OWNER5HfP
HONl>AY: Buy one pitcher, get one free -- 8 'til Midnite
11J£S1JAY: $2 Cover gets you $2 pit~hers -- 8 'til Close
W£1JN~Sl>AY, 1HlJRSl>AV ANTJ FRfTJAV:-$6 Cover gets y~)U
F~E

Draft -- 8 'til Midnite (Ladies half price with this ad)

SATlJRDAY fS C!US10H£R APPREC!IATfON NfT£:
ALL LIQUOR DRINKS ARE 2 FOR 1 FROM 8 'TIL CLOSE

SlJN'DAV: Party with Cheryl -- FR££ POOL -- 8 'til Midnite

QAU FO~ lJNAT>v£~1f5ED Nf1ELY SPEQIALS
m-241~

Pll/S -- AU f001) HALF PRf C!£ HON,-FRf Tfl 4 PH

E££R· •WINE• FOOD• COCKTAILS• PDOL • EAN1)5
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REIVERS
' FROM PAGE C2
ground for it.
• You used to be Zeitgeistandnow
you 're the Reivers. In German,
zeitgeist means ''the spirit of the
• times" and the word reiver is
derived from an old Scottish
word for robber; how do you
keep getting into these language
' based names?
Kim: Just lucky.
John: There's no real reason for
• that. It seemed to be a nice word
that fit.
Did you get the name from
~ Faulkner's novel?
John: Yeah. Although it's pretty
much a Biblical name.
How'd you pick that as an
' introductory number?
Kim: We saw Jodie Foster's
Army, wasn't that it?
• Garrett: We stole it.
Kim: We came home from a ''tour
from hell," it was just incredible
tt and the first thing we did was
change back into the clothes we
all wore for a month and went out
totheLibertyLunchandseeJodie
Foster's Anny and they did it, so
we did it.
The "Saturday" album sounded
• really upbeat, it's almost like
gettingreadyforaFridaynight;
on ''End of the Day," the sound
was almost like a winding down,
like it's three in the morning.
Was that intentional, that
difference in feel between those
two albums?
John: I hear that too. It wasn't a
conscious thing. I think the
• productionhas alottodo with that.
A lot of the songs on that record

were about people who don't song in mind and thatleaves me to John: I took some guitar lessons
really have much time to relax, say, ''This will work with this but pretty much taught myself. I
which most of us are like that, I rhythm." It's real interesting took piano lessons and I know a
think-mostofthepeoplelknow because sometimes I'll bring the good bit of jazz theory on guitar,
are. So maybe it is kind ofthe desire song back and she'll go, "Wow. but I don't really use it much.
of some of the characters on that This means something totally All of your albums have had an
record to kind of lay back and different." As long as it makes instrumental on them. Is this a
practice you 're going to
forget about things for awhile. I sense to Kim, it's cool.
The
last
album
(End
of
the
Day)
continue?
think that's more of a production
thing, it wasn't the intention, the you produced with Andy John: The first album had two
intention was probably the Metcalfe; how did it feel getting instrumentals. I like having an
in on the production end of it? instrumental, it's not a
opposite.
requirement.
How would you
But if we
compare "Pop
don't have
Beloved" to the
a
good
two
earlier
imlrumental
works?
"Life's usually not that cut and
we're not
I really like it. I
dried. So it's part ofjust being
going to try
hate to rate
and hold
things, but it's
honest with what you really feel."
the album
my
favorite
until we get
album that we've
a good one.
done. It's really
So there is
straight ahead,
a
n
not a lot of
instrumentalonthenewalbum.
It
was
a
real
challenge
and
John:
production work. It's basic. It's a
the way I look at it is, a lot of John: Yes, "Pop Beloved." We
good expressiory of the band.
Although you writethe majority people say, "Man, you're so just named it that because we've
of the material, there is usually lucky to produce your own always had a title song. We wrote
collaborative work, usually with record" and I feelthat way in a it along time ago and Kim liked it.
Kim. Does that happen on "Pop way. I love to produce things and It's real dark and kind of has two
I'd like to produce other bands different emotions in it.
Beloved?"
John: Wedoonacoupleofsongs. but it's a little bit hard to get l'veheardtracesofTimbuk3,a
little bit of Talking Heads,
Garrett and I collaborated on one, objective about it.
somebodyevensaidyousound
Who produced the new one?
and the whole band did one.
In your collaborative efforts John: I produced it. It.wentalot a little bit like the Smiths
with Kim, it seems like a whole of smoother. I knew more of what sometimes. What do you
different type of song. Is that I wanted to go forandknewmyway consider your· musical roots?
intentional or does it just come around the studio. I think.ideally you Who do you draw on?
out that way in the teamwork? need an outside producerto act as an John: Well,lthinkit'sgood that
John: Most ·o f the time what audience. It's hard to produce people say a lot of different
happens is that Kim 'll give me yourselfbut its also fun because you bands. We'veheardtheonesyou
mentioned, and Jefferson
something she's written and I'll get to control it
go, "Oh, wow, this line will wmk Has there been any formal Airplane, X, Beatles, REM...
here" because most ofthe time she musical trainingwith members Kim: Velvet Underground...
John: Love Tractor. So I take that
doesn't arrive with a particular of the band?
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as a good sign that we don't really
sound like any of them. We don't
really take any examples; we try
to avoid being rip-offs.
Alotofyourlyricstendtoborder
on the literate. How do you feel
about artistry, particularly
poetic discipline, in rock?
John: There's not much of it, at
leastinpop.Ithinkthat,morethan
being literate; it's important to be
real.Ithinkpartofbeinghonestis
being a little more complex. With
the things that a lot of songs are
[about] on the radio, if you hear a
song about - you know, boy
meets girl and t;hat's the way it is
to me it doesn't ring true
because no one's life is really that
simple. Usually it's not, anyway
- mine isn't, certainly. Life's
usually not that cut and dried. So
it's part of just being honest with
what you really feel.
I guess, being from Austin,
Houston's your team?
Garrett:Houston'smyteam. The
Rangers are John's team.
John: What's your team, Cindy?
Garrett: Hey, you all have to pick
a team. ·
Kim: The Cubs.
· John: I was a Reds fan when I
was younger...
Garrett: With the Big Red
Machine?
John: Yeah.
Garrett: I hated 'em.
My team isn't doing so red-hot
these days.
Garrett: Who's that?
The Mets.
Garrett: Oh yeah?
Kim: All right. The hated Mets
John: The interview's over.
Kim: You 're out.
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Confetti, $eptember 12, 1991

Graham describes the
origin and direction of
the Audubon Society
by Bill Cushing

1

80()K FACTS

Rush introduces nel¥ sound,
electronic rap, in The Bones'
has become a trademarlc of Rush.
Now the '9.0s are here and
Rush has pe~vered through the
ages. Their music has taken on
new sounds, the lyrics new subjects. Roll The Bones, with its
repertoire of 10 songs, has a blend
of the old hard rock Rush, the
technological '80s Rush and elements never before seen in any of
their previous works. The title
track, "Roll The Bones," experiments with a touch of electronic
rap. While this is going on, Alex
can be heard jamming in the
background, and Geddy is pounding out some serious bass.
You may have heard the first
single released, "Dreamline."
This song may well go down as
one of Rush's all time classics and
appropriately is the opening track.
"Where's My Thing?" is a
stunning instrum~ntal that blends
funk, fusion and some jamming
hard rock in true Rush fonn, not
unlike past instrumentals "YYZ"
and "La Villa Strangiato."
Th~ all digital sound on the CD
_is phenomenal and makes apparent that Rush is not c;mly concerned with the music, but the
quality of how it is presented.
All in all, if you' re a Rush fan
I'm sure you will want to go out
and get this one. If you 're not a
big fan, I strongly recommend
giving it a spin and hearing a band
that is well ahead of their time.

enough to begin a powerful letter-writing campaign and (a charge not without some
Over a century ago, a shrewd enough to understand merits, as Graham describes
group pf naturalists and the ·intricacies of political ma- how some members encouraged
hunters convened to protect nipulation, Graham has pro- the institution ofa "cat tax" with
the indiscriminate and duced an insightful and highly · the belief that this would prewholesale destrucreadable chronicle of vent the killing of birds by these
tion of birds after
one of America's animals), Graham shows the
feathers suddenly
original and most evolution and growth of an orpowerful environ- ganization which has since bebecame desired by
the fashion industry
mental groups.
come an extension of education- •Roll The Bones
of the times.
Within five al institutions, involved in and Artist: Rush
Yet, the Audubon
yearsofHemenway's even initiating the production of Producer: Rupert Hine and Rush
Society was not starttenure, the nation had literature and documentary vid- Label: Atlantic /Anthem
ed by its famous namesake 36 societies· working along the eos.
(wildlife pajnter John James East ·Coast and had attracted
Graham, in first-rate journalRush has never really been
Audubon had died more than people such as William Dutch- istic style, pulls no punches in known as a mainstream band, but
three decades earlier), but by a er, a man who "almost single- "The Audubon Ark". When, for they have always maintained a
big game hunter and the "pro- handedly pulled the Audubon example, the society's Board of faithful following that has conprietor" of Fish and Stream movementtogetherearly in this Directors tried to save it finan- tinuously grown throughout the
named- ironically or fittingly century," and Guy Bradley, an cially in 1987 by a major re- years. Their newest work, Roll
- George Bird Grinnell.
Audubon warden in Maine who structuring of the internal The Bones, will please the·faithThe original group lasted · ·became·the group's·firstmartyr framework, Graham gives us ful Rush fan's appetite and may
only two years, but it became and nero after being killed fol- the story of the ensuing fight bringaboutthebirthofsomenew
the nucleus from which grew lowing initial confrontations be- within, warts and all.
followers.
·
the organization that is known tween paid hunters and the AuAs he writes in his epilogue,
In the '70s Rush was classitoday as the National Audubon dubon Society ..
"The message endured for rea- . fied predominantly as rock.
Society. The organization has
T. Gilbert Pearson, a Florid- sons that until lately have been Some even considered them one
since become a respected source ian who worked in the group unclear to all save the chosen of the first heavy metal bands. Not
·
suprisingly,Rush became one of
of information for those re- with Dutcher, once said, "The few.
searching fields even beyond surest way to send a wild bird
"The history of the National- the most iniluential bands of the
ornithology. Joseph Sasser, an to oblivion is to set a price on Audubon Society is, _ultimate- ern.
instructor at Florida Communi- its head."
ly, the story of how one group
The '80s marked a change for
ty College at Jacksonville, reEven today, the cyclic nature of people organized to get oth- the band in that they progressed
lates how he called on the soci- of the group is evident. Audu- ers looking at the wild world ~ into a new style. They used keyety ' s offices while seeking hon's heroesexistnotinflam- ·not with indifference or fear, but boards and other technology of
information dealing with rep- boyant personalities but in the with love."
- by Aaron Dhawan
the time to produce a sound that
tiles.
quiet, hardworking members
Now Frank Graham, Jr., and wardens such as Rod Chan- ,-------;--:--::-------_..;:_-------~-----=----__;:_~--"--=--'-----= :
an editor to the society's dler of Florida's Kissimmee
monthly magazine and au- Prairie. Chandler is the third
thor of over a dozen books generation of his family to serve ,
on conservation and nature, as warden for the group.
has released a chronological
Graham follows the growth ,
look at the group's history in of the organization, from the
"The Audubon Ark".
initial group of "radical pamBeginning with the society's phleteers" to the half-million
birth on Feb. 10, 1896 underthe person organization it is.today.
leadership of Harriet HemenAlthough viewed as an exway, a woman determined tremist movement at its outset
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